MESSAGES FROM MATTHEW – OCTOBER 2018
With loving greetings from all souls at this station, this is Matthew. Let us begin by addressing the two
matters of most concern to readers—first, mandatory vaccinations for children. Extra-terrestrial
special forces scientists are neutralizing to the extent possible the toxins in vaccines; nevertheless,
continued opposition to vaccinating children as a prerequisite for their attending school is necessary
to end this practice that has caused an autism-like condition in many children. Body chemistry and
immune systems are stressed by mercury and youngsters who are especially vulnerable sustain
neurological damage that results in symptoms very similar to autism, which is a very rare condition.
Opposition can be reinforced by declining inoculations advised by healthcare professionals who are
rewarded by vaccine manufacturers or believe the false claim that “preventive” flu shots and a raft of
others are necessary public health measures.
We add that vaccines, like the first pharmaceuticals, were developed for beneficial purposes. Any
innovation that is designed to be of benefit can be adapted for malevolent purposes and that is what
the Illuminati have done at every stage of the civilization’s progress.
The other matter is the 5G wireless technology that offers highly accelerated speed and broader
bandwidth. This new generation of communication service still is in development and market-testing
stages and universal family members are reducing the emissions impact on bodies of the relatively
few people who are exposed; when devices are in mass production, those members will expand their
technological assistance accordingly. A significant factor is the amount of light in a body - the more
light, the higher the vibratory rate and the less the body is affected by emissions.
As the society learns the facts about vaccines and the effect those emissions can have on a body’s
electrical system, by public demand unnecessary vaccinations will be stopped and all electronic
equipment and devices will be designed with safety-to-health as the foremost consideration.
In previous messages we addressed readers’ issues with US President Trump in simple statements
acknowledging his lack of presidential qualifications and sound judgment and that he was reversing
his country’s progress. The following excerpts from some of the many similar reactions to our last
message show that you want explanations and we need to offer them.
“His behaviour just does not seem to jibe with the persona of someone who is attempting the
important work of dismantling the Illuminati.” “He doesn’t appear to care about anyone but himself.
Could Matthew please explain this?” “Trump is a pathological liar. Why would anyone in that
international group trust him?” “Please ask Matthew to expound on that man in the white house.” “Our
president seems mighty far from ‘the light’ in words and actions. How come this is not addressed?” “If
Matthew is going to put Donald Trump forward as someone who is working to topple the evil ones and
lead us into the light, he owes us an explanation for how such an extremely odious human being
could be tasked with such a world-changing responsibility.”
“What I can’t understand is why anyone voted for that narcissist, misogynist, racist liar who’s
pompous and crude to boot. From the minute he started campaigning, it was obvious what kind of
person he is.” “If Matthew feels it is for the highest good, could he please address this contrast we are
seeing in all the actions Donald Trump has done that are destructive to so many of the programs that
help the environment and the health and well-being of our US citizens?” “I cannot understand how
Americans could elect a man like Donald Trump to be their president.” “Could you please explain to
me how he can be so opposite of loving energy for our world and still for putting the Illuminati
down.” “Trump is a very disgusting man who has CAUSED a lot of anger and divisions in the country.

Why was such a morally bankrupt man chosen to be in this position? It doesn’t make sense.” “I really
want to feel a trust for this country’s political leadership but find so much of it wanting for integrity.
Who do we trust?”
First we say, our love for Donald Trump is unconditional, as it is for all other souls on Earth. As we
respond to those questions and comments, it will be without judgment or criticism of him, but rather a
straightforward account of what we know.
When he entered the presidential race, he lacked the support base that the other candidates had. To
build a base, he made promises he knew would appeal to principals in the fossil fuel and banking
industries who wanted regulations on their enterprises eliminated; the wealthy and corporate heads
who wanted lower tax rates; individuals who wanted their religious convictions to be the laws of the
land; those who did not want immigrants in the country; and the many people who felt their
government ignored them while enabling others to prosper. Enacting laws and policies that would
please voters across that spectrum was directly in line with Mr. Trump’s goal, to undo everything he
could that the previous administration had accomplished.
As far as we know, he’s not familiar with the name Illuminati - his “crooked Hillary” was, like “drain the
swamp” and “build the wall,” a slogan he devised to attract and retain the support of like-minded
citizens. Although he was right about “crooked,” he had no evidence to substantiate that until recently,
and we are aware that he wants her “locked up” so he can say “I told you so.” While that self-serving
reason is not admirable, it has no bearing at all on why he is included in the international group
working to end all Illuminati activity - as stated in our last message, it is the presidential office he
holds. We are aware, too, that while others in the group treat him with the dignity accorded heads of
state, they have little respect for him and are prudent about what they reveal. But they know his
cooperation is essential - he is the leader of the country where most of the peak Illuminati are citizens
and must be dealt with within its justice system.
The “persona” Donald Trump. His egocentricity, truth-twisting boastfulness about himself and his
achievements and appointing persons whose flattery of him often exceeds their competency stem
from deep-seated insecurity and need for approval, childhood feelings that intensified as the years
passed. During the fleeting moments when those feelings emerge, his fear and confusion result in a
repetitive phrase, a slurred or wrong word, or gestures. To disguise his brief lapses of loss of control,
he intentionally repeats phrases or gestures so they always appear to be for emphasis; however, his
mental processes are not as keen as they once were.
To love and respect others, first one must love and respect self, and, contrary to public perception,
Donald Trump does not have those feelings for himself - that is why he can’t feel love or respect,
empathy, gratitude, compassion, forgiveness or concern for others. Instead, he is driven to win, to
succeed, to control, to obtain and maintain and he doesn’t let laws or ethics interfere with attaining his
objective. To be sure, he is not unique in that regard - it is that his widely publicized wealth, business
ventures, relationships, and now the presidency, have kept him in the spotlight. And he is afraid of
losing that. Beneath his public bravado and self-assurance is fear of loss and there is no light in fear.
Trust is earned, and if individuals act in ways that do not engender your trust, they don’t deserve it.
Let that be so and put your trust where it is deserved: your intuition, instinct, conscience, inspiration
and aspirations. Living in accordance with the soul’s guidance evokes a sense of inner peacefulness
even when circumstances are not satisfactory.

And now, dear family, please let’s put to rest this issue of misgivings about the United States
president. We are not saying those feelings are unjustified! But a far better direction for your energy is
into light-filled thoughts and feelings. The light, the same energy as love, that is within each of you is
the power that is transforming your world.
“It seems impossible to destroy the cabal by ourselves. If extra-terrestrials are going to help us like
you and other channelled messengers said, what are they waiting for?” Extra-terrestrial family on the
planet and in ships surrounding it have been helping you all along in all the ways they are permitted.
They cannot interfere with anyone’s free will except to prevent attempts to start a nuclear war, which
is by Creator’s decree, or to cause pandemics, which is by God’s honouring Gaia’s free will choice.
There is another consideration here. Earth is the homeland of the civilization there and, by universal
law, it is their right and responsibility to manifest the kind of world they want. However, in this
unprecedented time in the universe, other civilizations have been authorized to assist Earth’s peoples
and you volunteered to help them realize that they have the power to make their world the way they
want it to be. At soul level they do know this - the realization that is still nebulous on a conscious level
will become clearer as the vibratory rate continues accelerating.
Even without consciously knowing their innate power, their progress is praiseworthy and your
steadfastness in the light has been an invaluable contribution. Think of the myriad grassroots
movements that are improving conditions in villages and cities around the world; finding ingenious
resolutions to challenges in healthcare, education, communication and multicultural relationships;
preserving the environment; treating animals humanely; expanding philanthropic assistance and
humanitarian aid. All of those achievements have been chipping away at cabal-perpetuated
impoverishment, destruction, bigotry and violence; and the aforementioned international group is
working to hold the cabal, the Illuminati, accountable for their crimes against humanity.
Crews will land with their technologies and extra-terrestrials living among you will introduce
themselves, that is certain, but it isn’t likely to happen until after the cabal’s global network is
destroyed. God is in charge of the timing of the occasion commonly called Disclosure, and the
determining factor is assurance of safety for everyone. That will come with the elimination of threats
from forces still under Illuminati command and a civilization that is ready to meet strangers from other
worlds. Rising vibrations are aiding in the riddance of all dark activity and are preparing Earth’s
peoples consciously and spiritually for the momentous day of greeting other members of the universal
family.
Beloved sisters and brothers, light beings throughout this universe support you with unconditional love
and honour your dedicated service to Gaia and her civilization.
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